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An inspiring melodic journey, uplifting  relaxing. Beautiful piano tunes with lush instrumentation. 9 MP3

Songs NEW AGE: New Age, ELECTRONIC: Virtual Orchestra Details: "All I can say is "WOW!!!!!!" Anne

Williams, Nightscapes "Wonderful... Great album! Perfect..." J.L. Bueno, host of "La Otra Musica", which

airs on FM radio in Spain "I look forward to sharing a few tracks with my listeners!" Jeff Martin, host of

Earth Feeling, Love FM, Fukuoka, Japan  Radiononbiri "The sense of relaxation runs through my whole

body everytime I listen to it. Thank you for making such beautiful music." Quark, a faithful fan from Hong

Kong --------------------- Magical  Inspiring Move melodically through time and space, to vibrant

surroundings, a gentle place... The inspirations for our charming, passionate melodies are borrowed from

Mother Nature's scapes of sea  land, brilliant beacons, placid shores, radiant sunsets, and eerie moon

rises. We proudly share these visions with you, and wish that the music connects you to life, nature and

self... Enjoyed Worldwide Best of 2002 Own the CD that's already played around the world! Unspoken

has been featured as the "Best of 2002" on Tulane's popular Cheezmuzik program and heard on radio

stations from New England and New York to Lousianna, across Alaska, Spain, Japan, has been featured

on newagereporter.com, and soon to be in heavy rotation at gotradio.com. We're also growing popular on

internet stations. 100's of CDs shipped across the world! Don  Phil At age 8, we met on Hick's bridge, in

our hometown of Westbury, a community for all seasons. The idea of collaborating on a musical project

was born in our Long Island treehouse, about four years later. The son of industry-veteran Don Casale

(The Rascals, Iron Butterfly's Inagada Davida, and many other greats). Don spent more youthful hours in

a recording studio than other kids did on swings or monkeybars. While he was banging on drums and

playing his grandmother's unique turn-of-the-century piano, Phil too had learned to work the keys;

partially through lessons, mostly through self-instruction. Phil was always in the company of music as his
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mother's stereo never stopped, and his grandfather enjoyed his collection of over 100,000 long play

records (really!), mostly classical. Their music style is inspired primarily by the works of Yanni, Enya,

George Winston, and Suzanne Ciani, but the sound is unique. "Memories are melodies, arrangements

are road maps, instruments are tour guides." Unspoken is a collection of fresh, memorable, tangible,

textured compositions - real themes, familiar sounds, occasional oceans and gulls, traditional soothing

instruments, pianos, choirs and strings; unsung songs inspired by beautiful places. Sights, Sounds,

Senses Our Photography  Artistry We enjoy sharing more than our new age tunes. Hicksbridge connects

you to our prose, poetry and photos of inspiring destinations, reflecting memories of magnificent land and

seascapes - from tropical Puerto Rico to marvelous Nova Scotia; Captivating California to charming New

England, and our fascinating Long Island homeland... our mysterious poetry and random splashes of

artistry live throughout. Today, long after our treehouse has vanished, we sing through voices, unspoken.

Come, cross the bridge  join us on our wonderful journey!
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